The aim of this paper is to define absorbing systems in infinite-dimensional manifolds and to derive some basic properties of them along the lines of Chapman.
Introduction
There are basically two types of absorbing systems in infinite-dimensional topology. Absorbing systems of the first type are generalizations of the capsets of Anderson and the skeletoids of Bessaga and Pelczy6ski [2] ; they are of interest if one wishes to prove homeomorphy of pairs of spaces. Absorbing systems of the second type are the ones of Bestvina and Mogilski [3] ; they have proved to be useful for obtaining internal topological characterizations of various interesting spaces. Dijkstra, van Mill and Mogilski [17] defined absorbing systems in the Hilbert cube Q; their systems are of the first type. Similar definitions were given earlier by various authors. We refer the reader to Bestvina and Mogilski [3] , Cauty and Dobrowolski [8] , Dijkstra and Mogilski [16] and Dobrowolski and Mogilski [20] for further details and references. The aim of this paper is to define similar absorbing systems in infinite-dimensional manifolds and to derive some basic properties of them along the lines of Chapman [9] . Some of our results may be known in a different setting.
One of the reasons that we find the absorbing systems that we study interesting, is that we are able to prove the existence of homeomorphisms that preserve the "layers" of the systems under consideration.
The following result, due to Dijkstra, van Mill and Mogilski [17] , explains this. Let 2O denote the hyperspace of Q. In Section 12 we will show how our abstract theory can be applied in the concrete situation of function spaces. If X is a Tychonov space then C,,(X) (C:(X)) denotes the space of real-valued continuous functions (bounded real-valued continuous functions) endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence, i.e., we regard C,(X) and C;(X) as subspaces of Rx. In [23] , van Mill showed that for a nonlocally compact countable metric space X, C;(X) is homeomorphic to a,, where a, = (I?)" and Z: = {x E Z2: xi = 0 for all but finitely many i}
(1* denotes separable Hilbert space). Baars, de Groot, van Mill and Pelant obtained in [l] the same result for C,(X): for a nonlocally compact countable metric space X, C,(X) is homeomorphic to a,. For a finite space X we have C,(X) = C,*(X) = Rx, and for an infinite countable discrete space X we have C,(X) = Rx and C:(X) = UTZp=, [-n, n]". The question remained whether for a nondiscrete countable metric space X, C,(X) and C,*(X) are both homeomorphic to a,. Dobrowolski, Gul'ko and Mogilski [ 181 and Cauty [6] Tychonov spaces X and Y such that both C,,(X) and C,( Y) are absolute Fm6's, we have that there exists an arbitrarily close to the identity homeomorphism from the Hilbert cube onto itself that maps C,(X) onto C,,(Y).
Terminology
With the exception of Section 12, all spaces under discussion are separable and metrizable. If X is a set then the identity function on X will be denoted by lx or, if confusion is unlikely, simply by 1. Iff and g are mappings from X into Y then their distance sup{d(f(x), g(x)): x E X1 E LO, ~1 will be denoted by i(l g). We say that a map f: X+ Y can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a map g : X + Y with property (Y, provided that for every F > 0 there exists a map g : X + Y having (Y such that ~?(f, g) < e. The phrase "arbitrarily closely" will be used in this paper only if the domain of the map under consideration is compact. It is left as an exercise to the reader to verify that in this situation, the choice of the admissible In particular, if g : Y + X is a map, and f: A + X is a map such that f and g 1 A are
"close", then f can be extended to a map f : Y + X which is "close" to g. For details, see [24, Chapter 51 . These results will be used without explicit reference throughout the remaining part of this paper. For basic facts on infinite-dimensional topology we refer the reader to Bessaga and Pelczybski [2] , Chapman
[lo] and van Mill [24] .
As usual Q = flT_, [-1, lli and 1' denote the Hilbert cube and separable Hilbert space, respectively. In addition, s denotes the pseudo-interior of Q, i.e., s = {x E Q: (Vi E iV) [lxil < 11) . Th e complement B of s in Q is called the pseudo-boundary of Q. Finally, let 2 denote the linear span in l2 of {x E 1':
We sometimes identify s and 08" as well as Q and l@, where k stands for the compactification [--a, co]. If we talk about a linear subspace of s, we mean a linear subspace of [Wm.
Let A be a closed subset of a space X. We say that A is a Z-set provided that every map f: Q + X can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a map g : Q + X\A. The collection of all Z-sets in X will be denoted by z(X).
A countable union of Z-sets is called a aZ-set: the collection of all UZ-sets of X will be denoted by 6EV(X). It is known that a compact subset of an s-manifold M is a Z-set in M, see
Bessaga and Pelczynski [2] for details. We will use the Z-set Unknotting Theorem: If E is a Q-or s-manifold and if (Y : A + B is a homeomorphism between Z-sets A and B in E such that for some open cover % of E, LY and lA are %-homotopic, then (Y can be extended to a homeomorphism 6: E + E which is %-close to the identity. A space X has the Z-approximation property if for every compact space B, every map f: B + X that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K of B, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding g : B + X such that g 1 K = f 1 K. Moreover X is said to have the disjoint-cells property if for every n E N, every map f : I" x (0, l} + X can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a map g : I" x (0, 1) + X such that g(1" x (0)) n g(1" x (1)) = 0. Observe that every infinite product of nondegenerate spaces has the disjoint-cells property. It is known that every topologically complete ANR with the disjoint-cells property has the Z-approximation property [27, Theorem 7.3.51. It is well known that every Q-or s-manifold M has the disjoint-cells property. This follows for example easily from the fact that M x Q L-M. See Bessaga and Pelczynski [2] and Chapman
[lo] for details.
The following result is probably well known: its proof is included for the sake of completeness. Lemma 2.1. Let X be an ANR and let Z be an ANR with the Z-approximation property. Then Y = Z x X has the Z-approximation property.
Proof. Let B be a compact space, and let f = (f, , fJ : B + Y be a map that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K c B. Write B\K as UT="=, Ci, where C, = 0, each Ci is compact, and COc C, G. . . . Let E > 0. Put f. =f, and suppose that we constructed a map f; = (f I, f ;) : B + Y such that Z-set in Y because it projects onto a Z-set in the Z-coordinate direction. We can moreover assume that the range of (n, &) missesf(K), and that (7, &) is also close to J 1 Ci+r that it can be extended to a map A+, : B + Y satisfying our inductive hypotheses. Now put g = lim,_ J. Then g is one-to-one, and hence an embedding, and its range is contained in a aZ-set, hence it is a Z-embedding, Since a(f; g) < .E and g]K =f]K, we are done. 0
For a space X, 5%'(X) denotes the group of all homeomorphisms of X. If X is complete, and if (fn),, is an inductively constructed sequence of homeomorphisms of X such that each fn can be chosen as close to the identity as we please then we can choose them in such a way that L fly=, f; = limi_co i 0 . . . of, is a homeomorphism of X (see e.g. Dijkstra [14, Lemma 1.1.21). We call Lfly=, J; the infinite left-product of the sequence (J;)i. Let X be a space, and let A E X be closed. Then there exists an open cover % of X\A such that for any homeomorphism h : X\A + X\A that is %-close to the identity the function i= h u 1 A: X+ X is a homeomorphism. Indeed, it is easily seen that a so-called Dugundji cover 3 of X\A is as desired. For details, see [24, Lemma 1.4.121. We will use this often without explicit reference throughout the remaining part of this paper. By a Bore1 class of spaces we mean a class of the form F,,, Gs, Fv8, G,,, etc. If JU is a class of spaces then J& denotes the class of spaces that are homeomorphic to a countable intersection of elements of Ju that are contained in Q. If A,, (n E N) is a decreasing sequence of subsets of a set X, then nr==, A,, will sometimes be denoted by A,.
Let X be a space and let x E X". Define the weak product W(X, x) of X with basepoint x to be the subspace W(X, x) = {p E X": p,, = x, for all but finitely many n) of X".
If AS X then A" denotes the interior of A in X. The Cantor set (0, 1)" will be denoted by C.
Definitions
For every ordered set r, ~2,. stands for a system (A,),,,. In case E is an ANR, Q can be "replaced" by any compact space B. In the process of proving this, the following result will be helpful.
Lemma 3.2. Let E be an ANR, Z E z(E),
and let 8? be strongly JI1,-universal in E.
Then for every Mr-system (Ay),+t in Q, every map f: Q + E that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K of Q such that f (K) c_ Z, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding g : Q +EsuchthatglK=flK,g(Q\K)nZ=& and for every y E r, g-'(X,)\K = A,\K.
Proof. Write Q\K as lJT=, Ci, where C, = 0, each Ci is compact, and C, G C, c * -* .
Let E > 0. Put fO =f, and suppose that we constructed a Z-embedding J; : Q + E such that
_hCci)nZ=O, Now since E is an ANR we may assume that 7~ u (hi I Ki) : Ki+I + E is so close to hi I K,+, that it can be extended to a map hi+, : 6+ E satisfying our inductive requirements. Now put g = h,. Then it easily follows that g ) B is as required. 0 (1) % is an J&--system; (2) Uyer X, c u:"=, Ai, where each Ai is a compact Z-set in E; (3) 8? is strongly JU,.-universal in E.
In Example 10.6 we will make clear why we require the Ai to be compact.
If Z contains one element only then it is confusing to talk about systems. In that case there is only one class of spaces under consideration, say JU, and % contains only one set. In this situation we use the terms strongly .&-universal set and JU-absorber.
Let Ju be a Bore1 class of spaces, and let A4 be an strongly JU-universal in a space X. It follows straight from the definition that X\M is a strongly X-universal in X, where X is the dual class of JU, i.e., if e.g. JJ = Gs then X= F,, etc. This triviality will be used without explicit reference several times in the forthcoming.
Let Z, and Z', be two disjoint ordered sets. Denote by Z the ordered set Z, u Z,, where both Zr and r, are endowed with their initial ordering and each element of r1 precedes every element of Z', . In this situation we use (AI;, .Ar,) as an abbreviation for .Hr. In addition, if 8$ = (Xy),,sr, is an indexed collection of subsets of a space E for i = 1,2, then (%'r, St?*) will sometimes be used as an abbreviation for the system (Xv)&, u (X,&r;. for U of which the restriction to B is as desired. Observe that if X is an ANR and A c X then A is locally homotopy negligible in X iff there exist small homotopies H : X x Z + X such that Ho is the identity and H(X x (0, 11) E X\A.
It is easy to see that if X is an ANR and A is a aZ-set in X then A is locally homotopy negligible (Torunczyk [22, Corollary 3.31 ). We let % denote the class of all compact spaces. Observe that all concepts that were defined in this section are topological in the sense that if the system ti in the space E has property % in E then for every homeomorphism h : E + F, the image system h(d) has property 93 in F.
Complements of strongly d-universal sets
As stated in the introduction, our aim is to study A-absorbing sets in infinitedimensional manifolds.
Since such spaces are ANR's, in this section we will study &-absorbing sets in ANR's first. We begin by deriving the somewhat surprising result that the complement of a strongly V-universal set is again strongly g-universal. Proof. Let B be compact, and let f: B + E be a continuous function that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K. In addition, let C c_ B be compact. Since A is strongly Y-universal, we can approximate f arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding g : B + E such that g 1 K = f ) K while moreover g( B\K) c E\A (apply the definition of strong '+&universality with the closed subset of B that has to be "absorbed"
by A equal to the empty set). Now again since A is strongly %-universal we may approximate g arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding h : B -+ E that restricts to g on K u C, while moreover h-'(A)\(K u C) = B\(K u C). We conclude that h is as required. 0 compact spaces. This can be seen as follows. The Hilbert cube Q contains a strongly %9-universal subset u which is a countable union of finitedimensional compacta (see Bessaga and Pelczynski [2] ). But its complement is not strongly %9-universal. For if it were, then it could "absorb" the empty set, so that the identity from Q to Q could be approximated by an embedding from Q into (T. But this is impossible because u is a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta, but Q is not. Proof. Write B\K as IJE, Ci, where C, = 0, each C, is (finite-dimensional and) compact, and C, E C, G * . . . Put gO=f= hO, and assume that we constructed gi, hi : B + E such that
(1) a(gi, g,-,)<2-'* E and a(!~, h,_,)<2-'. E, (2) gtIci-l=gi-lICi~ 1 and hi 1 Cipl = h,_, 1 C,_, , (3) gi(Ci) E Z(E) and is contained in A, (4) hi(C) E 2'(E) and is contained in E\A, (5) gi ) Ci and hi ) Ci are embeddings,
Since A is strongly 'E-universal (EB-universal), the function gi I C,,, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding 5: C,,, + A such that 51 Ci = gi I Ci (Proposition 3.3). Observe that C,,, is being absorbed by A. Since E is an ANR, we can moreover assume that 5 and gi I Ci+l are so close that 5 u (gi I K) : qi+, u K + E can be extended to a continuous function g,+r :
Now h,+r can be constructed precisely such as gi+l by absorbing the empty set instead of C,,,.
Put g = lim,+, gi and h = lim,+, hi, respectively. Then g and h are clearly as required. q Proof. Fix n E N for the rest of the proof. Let f: I" + E be continuous, and let E > 0.
Define the homotopy H: I" x I+ E by H(x, t) = f(x), x E I", t E I. Now apply 
Proof. Since E\A is locally homotopy negligible (Corollary 4.4) and E is an A(N)R,
A is an A(N)R as well (Torunczyk [22] ). That A and E have the same homotopy type follows easily from the existence of (small) homotopies "from E into A". Since E\A is strongly %-universal by Theorem 4.1, the statements for E\A follow by the same reasoning. 0 Corollary 4.6. Let E be an ANR and Ju a class of spaces that contains the collection of all compact spaces and let 0 be a strongly JU-universal set in E. Then every subset of fi which is closed in E is a Z-set in E and is a Z-set in R.
Proof. Let A be a subset of 0 which is closed in E. That A E 2'(E) is clear since A is locally homotopy negligible (Corollary 4.4). We will now show that A E %(a).
To this end, let f: Q + 0 be continuous, and let E > 0. Since, as we just observed,
there is a map g : Q + E\A such that d(f, g) <fs. Since d(A, g(Q)) > 0, by Proposition 4.3, it now follows that there exists a map h : Q + 0\A such that d(h, g) <i.e. Then h is clearly as required. 0
F,-absorbers in infinite-dimensional manifolds
As stated in the introduction, we are interested in absorbing systems in infinitedimensional manifolds. To be specific, in absorbing systems in infinite-dimensional manifolds modeled on the spaces Q, s and E. Observe that manifolds modeled on Q and s are topologically complete, whereas manifolds modeled on 2 are a-compact and noncompact, and hence incomplete. So in some results to come, we will have to distinguish between two cases: the "complete case" and the "incomplete case". From now on, by an infinite-dimensional manifold we mean a manifold modeled on one of the spaces Q, s or 2.
In this section we are especially interested in F,-absorbing sets in manifolds modeled on Q and s. Throughout this section, let M denote a Q-or s-manifold. (1) d*(h, 1) < e, (2) hlA,nK=l.
It is well known that M contains a capset (Chapman Lemma 5.2. Let E be an ANR and let A E E be an F, which is a strongly Gmiversal set in E. Then A is a oZ-set.
Proof. Since every closed subset of A which is closed in E is a Z-set in E (Corollary 4.6), this is clear. 0
We emphasize that in the following result we do not require the set 0 to be a aZ-set. (1) M\O is strongly %-universal, (2) 0 is strongly %-universal, (3) fi is strongly F,-universal, (4) 0 is an F,-absorber, (5) 0 is a capset.
Proof. We first prove that (5)+(4).
Let A be an F,-subset of Q. In addition, let E > 0 and let f: Q + M be a map that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K E Q. Since M has the disjoint-cells property, by [24, Theorem 7. 351 there is a Z-embedding g: Q+ M such that
(1) glK=f IK, (2) &f, g) <+e, (3) g(Q\K)nfi=0.
By the above, we know that R\g(K) and (0 ug(A))\g(K) are capsets in M. By choosing a Dugundji cover for M\g(K) with mesh smaller than $E, an application of (IV) followed by (I) above yields the existence of a homeomorphism h E X(M)
such that
h((fl u g(A))\g(K)) = a\g(K). Then h 0 g : Q + M is the required approximation off: For this, it suffices to verify that
Next observe that (4)*(3)+(2) are trivialities. Moreover, (l)e(2) follows from Corollary 4.1.
Finally, for (2)*(5) first observe that there exists a capset for M (Chapman [9]) and that we already proved that every capset is strongly %-universal.
Since by Lemma 5.2 every strongly Y-universal a-compact set is a aZ-set, it suffices to prove the following: for any two a-compact gZ-sets A and B in M such that both A and B are strongly %-universal, there exists a homeomorphism h : M + M such that h(A) = B. This follows from Theorem 8. 
Finallyonecaneasilyverifythatp-'(A)\K=C\K andp(Q\(CuK))nB=@ 0 6. Strongly &,--universal systems in certain subsets are strongly A,--universal in the whole space
In this section we investigate the question when strongly JUr-universal systems in certain subsets of an ANR E are in fact strongly Ar-universal in E. Since n( T,,,) E Z(F) is compact and E\F is locally homotopy negligible, it follows that n( Ti+,) is a Z-set in E. Since E is an ANR, we can choose TJ so close to gi I T,+, that the function (f I K) u r] : K u z+, + E can be extended to a continuous function gi+l : B + E such that a(gi+, , gi) < 2-('+') . E. Then g,+, is clearly as required.
Now put g = lim,_,, gi. Then by (l), g is continuous and a(f, g) < E, and by (3),
. IS a countable union of Z-sets of 
Local behaviour of universal systems
We will now present some simple results on the local behaviour of strongly Jllr-universal systems.
Lemma 7.1. Let E be an ANR, Ua nonempty open subset of E and (Xy)yt,. a strongly &,-universal system in E. Then the system (X, n U),,,-is strongly JU,-universal in U.
Proof. We may assume that U # E. Let f: Q-U be a continuous function that restricts to a Z-embedding on some closed set K. In addition, let F > 0 and let (A,) Put f0 =f and assume that for certain i < n we constructed f;: Q-f E such that
(1) jJKuC,u.** u Ci_l =~_, 1 K u C,U 1 . . v CT-1 ) (2) _AbCou.
. . u C, is a Z-embedding, . Since E is an ANR it follows that g(C,+,) is a Z-set in E [24, Theorem 7.2.51. Again since E is an ANR, we can choose g so close to f; 1 C,+, that g u (J; I K u CO u . . . u Ci) extends to a map J;+l such that (l)- (4) hold.
Now define h =fn. Then h is a Z-embedding, h I K =f I K, and for every y E r, hP'(X,)\K = A,\K. Since clearly a(h, f) < E, we conclude that h is as required. Cl
Basic properties of absorbing systems: I
In this section we derive some basic properties of absorbing systems in infinitedimensional manifolds.
Observe that every infinite-dimensional manifold satisfies the Z-approximation property: For details, see Bessaga and Pelczyriski [2] , Chapman
[lo] and van Mill [24] . This property of infinite-dimensional manifolds will be used without explicit reference in the remaining part of this paper. To begin with, we prove a result on pairs of absorbing systems that will be used later on in this section, but that is also interesting in its own right. We conclude that h is as required.
For (2)*(l), let (Ay)yEI. be an J&-system in Q, f: Q -+ 0 be continuous such that f restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K of Q, and let E > 0.
Since f(K) is compact it follows from Corollary 4.6 that f(K) E z(E). There consequently exists an approximation h : Q + E such that
(1) &&+<G (2) h is a Z-embedding,
Since h(Q) is a compact subset of 0, it follows from Corollary 4.6 that h(Q) E %'( 0). So we are done. 0
We now come to the main result in this section, that will be proved by a standard back and forth technique, cf. Bessaga and Pelczydski [2] . See also Dijkstra, van Mill and Mogilski [ 171 where an easier case was proved for absorbing systems in Q. Proof. We first prove the theorem in the special case that K = 0. Our plan is to prove both statements in the theorem simultaneously. Pick for j = 1,2 compact Z-sets (A{)zO in E such that UyEl. X,,, c UT="=, Ai, while moreover 0 = ARC A{ E . . . . In the case that we have to deal with the fij, we pick the A{ in such a way that flj = UT=, Aj (here we use Lemma 5.2). In the remaining part of the proof, we will mark statements concerning the slj with an asterisk in the left margin. The reader should ignore these statements in case he is only interested in the first part of the theorem. (1) Ln:,.0
x(E), . gER(E), l ci(g, lE) < 1, so g is %-close to lE,
We conclude that g is as required. We now turn to the case that K # 0. Then we let 'If be a Dugundji cover of E\K. Observe that any homeomorphism of E\K that is Y-close to the identity can be extended to a homeomorphism of E that restricts to the identity on K. By Lemma 7.1 we conclude that for j = 1,2, Zj is an JU,.-universal system in the Q-or s-manifold E\K. In addition, in case we have to worry about the Q, observe that by Lemma We do not know whether this result can also be proved for M-absorbers in Q-manifolds.
Then for every open cover 011 of 0 there exists a %-close to the identity homeomorphism h : R + f2 that restricts to the identity on K while moreover for every y E r, h(X,,,) = X 2,Y.
For a partial result, see Proposition 10.7.
Basic properties of absorbing systems: II
There are several results that guarantee that subsets or supersets of capsets are again capsets. For details, see Chapman
[9] and Section 5. In this section we shall show that our absorbing systems share some of the nice properties that capsets have. It is possible for example under certain natural conditions to add or to remove a Z-set from the absorbing system without destroying its absorption properties. The results in this section are not endresults, but they are useful tools in working with absorbing systems. For capsets some known properties will follow from our general theory about A-absorbing systems, by taking for JU the class of all a-compact spaces. Proof. Suppose that g= (Xv)_,-is an hr-absorbing system in E. By Lemma 7.1 the system (X, n U)yer is &,-universal in U. Since 2 is contained in a u-compact oZ-set of E, say Z, the system (X,n U),+,. is contained in the o-compact aZ-set Z n U of U. By Theorem 8.2 there consequently exists a homeomorphism h : U + U such that for every y E r, h(X, n U) = Y,, while moreover h can be extended to a homeomorphism K of E that restricts to the identity on E\U (pick a Dugundji cover "Ir of U and let h be V-close to lo). Then the system (h(X,,) ),,r is clearly as desired. 0
By the same method it is possible to derive the following proposition. is an &t--absorbing system in E.
We will now prove that under certain conditions one can remove a Z-set from an absorbing system. Our next goal is to show that we can always add a subset of a Z-set to a strongly .4Zr-universal system. Proof. Let (A,),,r be an JUr-system in Q. In addition, let f: Q+ E be continuous such that f restricts to a Z-embedding on some closed set K E Q, and let E > 0. By Lemma 7.1, (X,,\A),,r is strongly .4,--universal in E\A. Since A is locally homotopy negligible, there consequently is by Proposition 6.1 a Z-embedding g: Q+ E such that (1) &f;g%, (2) g(Q\K) s E\A, We are done.
Theorem9.3. Let E bean ANR, let A E Z(E)
•i Remark 9.6. Let Ju be a class of spaces. We define its dual class .& in the following way:
X E A e for some compact space B containing X: B\X E 4.
In addition, we call ~2 dually absolute if it has the following property:
(V compact B)(VX c B)[X E Jll eBB\X E ~21.
Observe that every Bore1 class of spaces is dually absolute.
For dually absolute classes, there is an easier proof of an important special case of Theorem 9.5. Indeed, assume that Ju is dually absolute and let f be r with the reverse ordering. Then if (Xy)yrl. is strongly JUr-universal in a space E, (E\X,),,f is strongly if-universal.
So if Ac E is a Z-set, then by Theorem 9.3,
is strongly &f-universal.
We conclude that (X, u A),,,. is strongly &,--universal.
There is no natural analogue to Corollary 9.4 because instead of the natural condition "each J& is open hereditary", one has to assume something like the "union of an element in &, and a compact set is again in J&I', which is unnatural. For several natural classes however, this unnatural condition is trivially satisfied, as the next corollary shows. Proof. In view of Theorem 9.5, it remains to be shown that B u Z E Ju. But this is a triviality. 0
Remark 9.8. Corollary 9.7 can also be formulated for JUI--absorbing systems 28 such that every JU, is a Bore1 class of spaces. We leave this to the reader. Remark 9.9. As we saw in Section 5, statement (III), the union of a capset and a u-compact oZ-set is again a capset. In view of Corollary 9.7 it is naturally to ask whether the same result holds for the other absorbing systems as well. The answer to this question is in the negative. If A is an &-absorber in an infinite-dimensional manifold E, then A is contained in a u-compact uZ-set. Consequently, if it were possible to add a u-compact crZ-set to A, then A would be u-compact itself. Simple counterexamples show that this need not be the case.
It is also natural to ask whether for an &-absorber
A in an infinite-dimensional manifold E, the union Au B is again an d-absorber for an arbitrary B G E such that B E 4. The first obvious condition for B is that it is contained in a u-compact uZ-set. For some classes the answer to this question is in the affirmative. Let for example E = Q and Ju = {all countable spaces}; it is easy to see that each countable dense set in E is an .&absorber.
For most interesting classes however the answer is in the negative for the same reason as above. For example, let Jll be a Bore1 class other than the class F, and the class G,. Then F, c 4, from which it follows as above that A must be a-compact, which is easily seen to be a contradiction.
Question 9.10. Is the union of two &-absorbers in an infinite-dimensional manifold again an A-absorber, where Ju is a Bore1 class of spaces?
New absorbing systems from old
We shall now consider the special case that the system 2' is a decreasing sequence X,=,X,?.
. . (so T=N with the inverted ordering) of absorbers, and we assume that all the classes J!i are equal to a fixed class Ju. In this situation we shall use the term &-absorbing sequence. Some results and proofs in this section are similar to the corresponding ones in Dijkstra, van Mill and Mogilski [17] . Let ~2 be a class of spaces. We say that J& is absolute provided that for every element A E Ju, that is contained in Q there exists a sequence {A,}, of elements of J4 in Q such that A = ny= 1 A,,. Easy examples show that ~(4, in general need not be absolute. Observe that each Bore1 class is absolute. and f:Q-+E a map that restricts to a Z-embedding on some of Q. There exist A,, E Jll for every n such that A = nT=, A,,. Since Ju is closed under finite intersections, we may assume without loss of generality that A,zA,z.. . . We can approximate f arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding g : Q + E that restricts to f on K, while moverover, for every n, f -'(X,,)\K = A,\K.
We conclude that f -'(A)\K = X,\ K. Since X, is clearly contained in a a-compact UZ-set (because X, is), we are done. 0
For spaces E,, and subspaces X,, c E,, n E N, we define a decreasing sequence of subsets of E = flT=, E,: S,= fi X,X E Ei (nEN). 
If moreover E, = Q for every n, JH = F, and every X,, is an F,-absorber which is contained in a uZ-set C,, 5 E,, then every subset X E E such that is strongly F,,-universal.
Proof. For every n let d,, be an admissible metric on E, that is bounded by 1. Then p(x, y) = max, d,(x,, y,,) is an admissible metric on E. Denote the projection E + E, by r,, (n EN). We will first prove that (S,), is strongly &universal. Consider a mapf: Q + E that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact subset K c Q, and let % be an open cover of E. In addition, let A, 2 A2 z * * * be a sequence of subsets of Q consisting of elements of At. We may assume without loss of generality that f is a Z-embedding.
There is an E > 0 such that every subset of E that intersects f(Q) and has diameter less than E, is contained in an element of % [24, Lemma 1.1.11. Write Q\K as lJy=, fi, where F,=p), each Fi is compact, and
and observe that &02&,2. * .ZEi3..
.>o, lim .si = 0.
i-to2
Now consider the nth component function fn : Q + E,. Put (Y,,~ =fn and assume that we constructed ay,,i : Q + E, such that 
It is easily seen that g is one-to-one, and therefore an embedding.
The compact set g(Q) is contained in the aZ-set f(K) u IJy="=, ( r;'(gi( Fi))) and is therefore a Z-set. Moreover, the maps f and g are clearly %-close, because p*(J g) < E, and have the property that f I K = g ) K.
IfxisanelementofA,\K,thenx~n~=,A,\Ks~gj(x)~Xforj=l,..., n.We conclude that in that case, g(x) E S,. On the other hand, if g(x) E S, then x E A,,.
We next assume that E,, = Q for every n, that Ju = F, and finally that every X,, is an F,-absorber which is contained in a aZ-set C,, E E,. Pick an arbitrary subset X G E such that ; X,CXG ; c,. n=, II=,
We will show how the above proof can be modified so that we can conclude that X is strongly F&-universal. By Lemma 5.5, we may assume that the function LY,,, : Q + E,, additionally satisfies the following property:
~0.
This has the effect that for the function g, we have
(vi) g,(Q\(AuW)n G =0.
We claim that the function g has the property that g-'(X)\K = A,\K.
Then g(x)EXEfly=, Ci. So for every n~hJ(, g,(x)EC,,, hence g,,(x)9
g,(Q\(A, u K)). This gives x& Q\(A,, u K).
Since xE K we consequently obtain x E A, and therefore, since n was arbitrary, x E A,. Conversely, if x E A,\K then for each n, x E A,\K. Consequently, g,(x) E B, which implies that g(x) E ny=, Bi c X, i.e., x E g-'(X). q
Corollary 10.3. Let E be a topologically complete nondegenerate AR. If Xc E is strongly .k-universal, then the sequence (S,,), is strongly &-universal in E".
Proof. By observing that E" trivally satisfies the disjoint-cells property, it follows that E has the Z-approximation property [24, Theorem 7.3 .51. So now we can apply Proposition 10.2. 0
The proof of the following proposition is analogous to that of Propositon 10.2 and is therefore left as an exercise to the reader. is strongly At-universal in E. We are now in a position to present an example of two "different" strongly Proof. First observe that %v c JZY, which easily implies that for every ME ~64 and cT-compact space T, the product M x T also belongs to M. We will prove that A is homeomorphic to an &absorber is an s-manifold. For this, we only need to consider the case that E is a Q-or a x-manifold.
If E is a Q-manifold, then by the proof of Proposition 10.7 it follows that A is homeomorphic to an A-absorber in a z-manifold. So in fact we only need to consider the case that E is a z-manifold.
By The results in this section can be used to prove along the lines of Bestvina and Mogilski [3, Proposition 6 .41 that for every Bore1 class of spaces other than the class Gs there exist absorbers in every infinite-dimensional manifold.
More definitions
The concepts in this section are of importance if one wishes to prove in a concrete situation that a certain subset of an ANR is an absorber of some sort. See Section 12 for details.
As before, let %= (X,,)ytl. be an order preserving indexed collection of subsets of a space E. Q + E such that for every y E I',j-'(X,) = A,.
Observe that if J%' is strongly &,--universal in E, then it is ~/U,-universal in E.
Definition 11.2. The &,-system 2 is called rejexively A,--universal in E if for every E > 0 and every map f: E + E such that
f restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact set K, there exists an embedding g : E + E such that 
It is clear that h is a Z-embedding since h(Q) G g(E)
, and that h 1 K =f 1 K. Finally, for every y E r we have
We next prove (l)+(2). We only need to prove that 2 is reflexively &,.-universal. To this end, let E > 0 and let f: E + E be a map such that (1) f(E) is compact, (2) f restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact set K.
Since f(E)
is compact, there is a compactification bE of E such that f can be extended to a continuous function f: bE +f(E).
(We may assume that E is a subspace of Q. Then the closure of the graph off in the product Q xf (E) is the desired compactification bE of E. The restriction to bE of the projection onto the first factor of Q xf(E) extends J) Now by Proposition 3.3 we can approximate 7 arbitrarily closely by a Z-embedding, the restriction to E of which is easily seen to be as required. 0
Definition 11.4. Let M be a subspace of a space E. Then M is called reflexively universal in E if for every E > 0 and every map f: E + E such that
f restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact set K, there exists an embedding g : E + E such that (3) glK=fIKand~(f;g)<E,
Observe that if ME Jll, and if M is reflexively universal in E, then it is reflexively A-universal in E.
subset of C. We are interested in free filters 9 on FU. Let JV~ be the free filter on RJ consisting of all cofinite subsets of FU It is easily seen that a filter 5 on lA is free if and only if JV'~G P. For each filter on N we can topologize the set i = FV u {CO} as follows: each element of N is isolated and the collection {U u (00): U E S} is a neighborhood base at 00. This topological space will be denoted by fA,. It is an easy exercise to verify that NF is Tychonov if and only if 9 is a free filter on N. If F= Jo, then cF will be denoted by c ,, . Note that for any free filter 9, c0 G cF. In Calbrix [4, 5] it is proved that cF is an absolute Bore1 set if and only if F is an absolute Bore1 set. Let Q be represented by U?. We use the following arithmetic: 
Claim 2. gOO(B,)E%(Q).
Let E > 0. Observe that (ln)ntN is a decreasing sequence of UZ-sets in Q the intersection of which is cO.
Lemma 12.7. Let 9 be a freeJilter on N such that cF is analytic. Then cF is S_+niversal in Q.
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 3.6 of Dobrowolski, Marciszewski and Mogilski [19] , F is a first category subset of C (here we need that cF is analytic).
Find a decomposition Uy=, Ni of N into infinite pairwise disjoint sets Ni as prescribed in Lemma 12.2, it follows that cF, embeds as a closed subset of cF, hence cq is analytic as well. Again we conclude that Fi is of the first category. Let Bi be a nowhere dense a-compactum in (0, l}"~ such that F, G Bi. It is easily seen that C,G cF E n:, We claim that fp'(cF) = A. First, let x E A and n EN. If i > n, then J(x) E Qi, so all components of J(x) are in [-2-", 2-"I. If is n, then since x E Ai we have A(x) E Ci. In this case only finitely many components of J;(x) are outside [-2-", 22"]. We conclude that only finitely many components of f(x) are outside [ -2-", 2-"I. This implies that f(x) E 1,. Since n was arbitrary we get f(x) E c0 s +. Second, let f(x) E cF and fix n E N. Then fn(x) E cF,, n Qn E II,,, hence x E A,, . We conclude that x E A. 0 Lemma 12.8. Let 9 be a freeJilter on N. Then cF is reflexively universal in Q.
Proof. If 9 = No, it follows from Lemma 6.2 in Dijkstra, van Mill and Mogilski [ 171. So suppose there is U E 8 with infinite complement.
Let % = {U n V: V E 9). Then 3 is a free filter on U and cF = s x c G. By Lemma 11.5 we obtain the desired result. We now come to the main result in this section.
Theorem 12.10. Let X be a countable nondiscrete Tychonov space such that C,,(X) is an F,,-subset of Q. Then C,,(X) is an SW,-absorber in Q.
Proof. By Lemma 12.6, C,(X) is contained in a CZ-set of Q. By Lemma 12.9, there are two cases to consider. First suppose that there exists a clopen subset Y of X with exactly one nonisolated point. Then there is a free filter 9 on N such that N, is homeomorphic to Y. It easily follows that cF is an Fus, hence by Lemmas 12.7
and 12.8, cF is strongly F,,-universal. By Lemmas 10.5 and 12.4 we obtain that C,(N,) is strongly F,,-universal. Since Y is clopen in X we have by Lemma 10.5 and the fact that the complement in Q of a dense linear subspace of s is locally homotopy negligible in Q (Curtis [ll] ) that C,(X) is strongly F,,-universal.
Second, suppose that X = lJy=, X,, a disjoint union of nondiscrete clopen subsets of X. Since for each n E N', C,(X,)
is a dense linear subspace of R", C,(X,,) contains a copy of 1;. This is so because the linear span of every countable dense subset of R" is homeomorphic to 1.: (Curtis, Dobrowolski and Mogilski [12] ). Since we have infinitely many C,,(X,), we may assume that C,(X,,) contains a copy of a,,,, or consequently that C,,(X,,) contains an F,-absorber B,. By Lemma 12.6, C,,(X,,) is contained in a uZ-set C,,. We now have By Proposition 10.2 we obtain that C,(X) is strongly F,,-universal. 0
